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Information about the film ; Release date (theater): .n US$15.0 million; Duration: 1h 39m;
Distributor:.COMPLETE FILM COLLECTION. The director of the cartoon was Michelangelo Taylor Jr.
("David and Goliath" (1986) and "Supertango"). In 2009, it was announced that screenwriter and animator

Mack Fox (Powerpuff Girls, Disney Finale (2008) and Oscar nominee Lady and the Tramp, Kung Fu Panda
2, " Monsters on Vacation 3: Cutthroat Island, Monsters University). In June 2012, it was revealed that the
music for the cartoon was composed by Michael Brinkley, an American singer-songwriter who has worked

on all DreamWorks cartoons based on Marvel comics. Brinkley received an Annie Award for his
participation. About the plot and characters: The cartoon characters are the owners of the world's largest

company, and its history is full of adventures and losses. Starring Jack Black (The Incredibles), Sarah Wayne
Callies (The Monster Family), John Knoll (Trolls, The Hunger Games). Official site ; Cartoon website. The
premiere of the cartoon took place on April 16, 2014. In Russia, the cartoon was released on November 3,

2014 on NBC. I translate as best I could - practically without editing the text :)) On the day of the premiere,
Jimmy Kimmel Live was on the morning air in the UK, and presenter Gary Buck (Peter O'Toole) decided to
be half an hour late, hoping that journalists from the press would write about him anyway. Well, the fairy tale

"Shrek" should have become one of the favorite cartoons among the British population. "They're still
breathing, they're still laughing, they're still talking," the host began to report before starting his speech. That

evening we did not manage to catch any of them in the studio.This is how Shrek was shown by the British
Cool, of course - as I understand it, the whole of England is now watching this cartoon, and the online TV

Spotify downloads and shows it
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